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1 Introduction

The main research topics for the IUB rescue team are twofold. First, we work on the systems engineering side to develop robust and versatile robots that are nevertheless rather inexpensive. The low cost factor should allow us to use larger groups of robots in scenarios with a high risk of losing individual systems. Second, semi-autonomy is investigated to allow a safe and efficient integration of tele-operation via a human operated base station and various autonomous behaviors on board of the robots. The IUB rescue robot team is also used for education, as it is a regular part of the undergraduate program in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS) at IUB [RCI02].

2 The Hardware Side

The implementation of the rescue robots is based on the so-called CubeSystem, a kind of construction kit for robotic systems. The CubeSystem is used in basic and applied research, industrial projects and academic education (see e.g. [BWBK99,BWB+98,BB98,Bir98]).

The center of the CubeSystem is the so-called RoboCube controller hardware (figure 1) based on the MC68332 processor. The RoboCube has a open bus architecture which allows to add “infinitely” many sensor/motor-interfaces at the price of bandwidth. The RoboCube’s basic set of ports consists of 24 analog/digital (A/D) converter, 6 digital/analog (D/A) converter, 16 binary Input/Output (bIn/O), 5 binary Inputs, 7 timer channels (TPC), and 3 DC-motor controller with quadrature-encoding (QDEC). The RoboCube is described in more detail in [BKW00,BKW98].

In addition to its central component, the RoboCube as controller hardware, the CubeSystem provides additional hardware, including electronics and mechanics, and software components. For the more challenging locomotion tasks
Fig. 1. Left: The RoboCube, an extremely compact embedded computer for robot control. Right: The rescue mobile base with six actively driven wheels. It is completely constructed from CubeSystem components including the RoboCube as controller, the motor- and sensor-modules, as well as the battery-management hardware.
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Fig. 2. A schematic overview of the different components of a rescue robot.

that are needed for rescue robots, a new base was developed that features six actively driven wheels (figure 1). The CubeSystem also features a special operating system, the CubeOS [Ken00], providing component based support for realtime and control functions.

On the rescue robots, a mobile PC is used to service RF-ethernet and to compute video-compression. All control and service related data going to and coming from the cockpit is directly relayed from the RF-connection to the RoboCube which handles all service and control related tasks on the rescue robot.
3 The Software Side

The IUB rescue robots are teleoperated via standard networking technology from a so-called cockpit by a human operator. Despite the human in the loop, each robot needs quite some autonomous functionality ensuring its proper behavior as the network performance is unknown and can even break completely down, especially as wireless components are involved.

![Diagram of mobile robot and cockpit](image)

**Fig. 3.** The IUB rescue robots are teleoperated via standard networking technology from a so-called cockpit by a human operator. Despite the human in the loop, each robot needs quite some autonomous functionality ensuring its proper behavior as the network performance is unknown and can even break completely down, especially as wireless components are involved.

The IUB rescue robots are connected via standard networking technology, especially RF-ethernet, to their cockpit(s) from where they can be tele-operated (figure 3). The main load is on the up-link in form of streams of video and other essential data, whereas only a few densely encoded high-level motion commands are sent down-link to the base.

Due to the limitations of wireless connections and the complexity of rescue operations, the full operation of a robot can not be constantly supervised by a human operator, i.e., the robots have to be semi-autonomous. So, the commands by the human operator that are high-level and maybe already outdated due to a broken RF-link have to be supplemented by various autonomous behaviors on board of the robots. In doing so, there are two major issues, namely ensuring fail-safe-guarantees (FSG) and quality-of-service (QoS). FSG must never be violated at any cost. This means for example that major obstacles and gaps in the ground must be avoided or that the base must be stopped to avoid serious damages. QoS in contrast defines constraints which maximize utility as long as they are not violated. A timely response to requests from the operator for example ensures that the mobile robot moves along its path as desired. If these constraints are occasionally violated, they should at most cause some slight inconveniences to the operator, but they never must put the whole device or mission at risk. A detailed description of this software architecture can be found in this volume [BK02].
4 Conclusion

The paper gave a short introduction to the IUB 2002 Rescue Robot Team that consists of senior researchers and undergraduate students. The research of the team focus on two aspects. First, it is attempted on the systems engineering side to develop robust and versatile bases that are nevertheless not costly to allow the usage of larger groups of robots in situations where there is a high risk of losing some bases. In doing so, the so-called CubeSystem is used that centers around a special embedded controller, the RoboCube. Second, semi-autonomy is investigated to allow a safe and efficient integration of tele-operation via a human operated base station and various autonomous behaviors on board of the robots. For this purpose a special control architecture was developed. This control architecture combines hard real-time control on the bases with quality of service for the human operator at the base station. In respect to education, the team is used as a regular part of the undergraduate program in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS) at IUB.
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